
Gold That Grows

The quavering cry of an Italian fruit
vender comes nearer and nearer down the
avenue of my Chicago home. He shuffles
slowly along, pushing before him a long
low cart piled high with shining golden
balls.?rich oranges from the dark' green
sun-kissed groves of our dream country.
our land of romance, our American Italy
?the perfumed, flower wreathed valleys
of southern California.

From the next street comes another
quavering cry?and another. I saunter
towards the city. Everywhere, at the
street corners, in front of little shops, are
piles and pyramids of the golden shining
oranges. Here and there an artistic dirk
faced dealer has laid glossy green leaves
in among the golden balls. Over the
bridge, I reach South Water street and
then I am in the midst of a world of gold,
but no longer in piles and pyramids. Here
the oranges are in boxes ?thousands of
boxes all the same size and looking much
alike.

What makes such a stir in the orange
world today, I wonder. On other days I
have walked the same route, but saw no
dusky fruit men and their push carts?no
piles of yellow fruit at the street corners
?and on South Water street only dull
plebeian lettuce and cabbages filled the
eyes and nostrils, and stood in the path-
way of the passerhy.

"It's orange weather," rasped a wheezy
driver. Ah, da sunny day?orange day.''
smiled a liquid eyed young Italian with a
face like a Murillo angel.

"Orange weather'' ?that was a new one
to me, so I hunted up "The Man Who
Knows Oranges."

He said: "John, golden nuggets have
never brought to men the splendor, the
happiness, the bounding health, that come
from golden oranges. But you fellows of
the middle west know nothing about the
fairy valleys of California. California, the
splendid maiden who turns her back upon
the cold and snows of the east, and upon
the burning winds of the prairies. The
mountains are her glorious shapely
shoulders with which she shields, protects,
and shelters the warm perfumed valleys of
her bosom, where nestle the sun kissed
groves of golden oranges and lemons.
'Going after gold' has been the most fasci-
nating pursuit of men since the days when
Jason first heard of the Golden Fleece.
John, come along to California with me,
'after gold'?that grows."

I went. I should say: I came.
Came to the Garden of Eden ?to the

Romance Land ?the land full of memories
of Spanish adventurers who came with
Don Caspar de Portola and founded the
first little garrison of reverend fathers
and brave soldiers ?the beginnings of Cal-
ifornia civilization. The land where a
line of white walled Spanish missions once
linked the great estates and courtly
grandees of Spanish California with the
luxury and arts of Madrid and Seville. The
mystic land hallowed by the dramatic life
and benediction of Father Junipero Sena,
whose hands helped build the first Span-
ish mission?who saw gathered about his
death bed at San Carmel, his favorite
Padres from missions far up and down
California?who knew the tinkle of mis-
sion bells was spreading the peace of the
Angelus upon hundreds of happy, pros-
perous Indian villages and rich Spanish
estates.

These same tinkling mission bells are
today being: placed here and there along
the wonderful road, that is to be the fin-
est road in the world?El Camino Real.
"The King's Highway." These haunted
Spanish bells guide the traveler in his
glittering automobile, just as a hundred
years ago they guided the weary Padre,
on foot, with his cassock and staff?or
the velvet clad Spaniard on hh3 high
stepping horse.

Father Junipero Serra saw the rise, and
foretold the glory of the Spanish mis-
sions -but age and death spared him their
tragedy.

"A man can nol tell what shall be?
And what shall be after him, who can

teiir
In the Groves of Gold

On these very spots of Spanish romance,
flourish In tropical profusion the wonder*
ful golden oranges?glorified children of
those first wild oranges which the cru-
saders found, when they camped before
the armies of Saladin, in the ravines of
Palestine. Arab chieftains brought the
luscious golden fruit to Spain?to the
feasts of Boabdil. Thence Spanish gal-
lants carried with them over the seas on
their laden galleons, the trees which were
the forefathers of the vast groves which
today supply four-fifths of the oranges
consumed In the United States, and are
the oranges most in demand in the Lon-
don market against a world of competi-

The orange grower of California lives
in a heaven. His bungalow Is low, roomy.
Inviting, with a wide porch?but you can't
Bee the bungalow for vines, nor the vines

And you can't see the dooryard
for palms and geraniums and poinsettias,
and I don't know what beside. I sit on
the porch and see near and yet far away
a barricade of mountains standing out
clear and sharp against the intense blue
sky. One of the mountains wears a white
blanket of eternal snow dropped over his
pinnacled head. Nearer are the foothills,
greyish brown with chaparral or green
with eucalyptus. Then close to me, al-
most entering the dooryard are the orange
trees whose low sweeping branches en-
closing within an almost solid wall of
foliage their short etubby trunks.

The perfect orange tree looks like a lux-
uriant fountain of green leaves and white
blossoms and golden fruit. The branches
sweep the ground, so that men and teams
never pass under the trees, but all the
work of gathering the fruit is done from
stepladders placed between the trees. No
one can have fond memories of having
climbed into the branches of an orange
tree?for it would be almost impossible
to do so.

Between the trees the ground is con-
stantly cultivated and kept clean and
mellow as this prevents the top cf the

soil from hardening and retards the loss
of moisture by evaporation.

I expected and was disappointed that I
did not find green tender grass beneath
the orange trees ?as I always had pic-
tured ripe oranges lying about on the

?reen sward, just as apples do In the old
arm orchards back in Ohio. But they

don't "shake down" oranges here in Cali-
fornia?no more than we do watermelons.
An orange is handled as preciously as the
egg of a bird of paradise, for its price in
the market of Chicago or New York is
influenced by the least scratch. So deli-
cate Is the skin of a growing orange, that
even a leaf blowing back and forth touch-
ing it leaves a minute scar which lowers
the value of that orange In the market.

Picking oranges Is a profession?almost
an art. And the man who goes forth for
this purpose is gotten up in such a clean-
ly and premeditated a manner, that a
young miss on her way to a summer morn-
ing Sunday school. Is not more spotless
and immaculate.

I hung around the edges and watched
one picker, a star, and used all the diplo-
macy I had been born with or had ac-
quired during a long and* desperate life,
to get him to talk. He was any at first,
so I led him on by asking about the shin-
ing clippers that he used to snip the
orange from the branch. An orange is
never broken or torn from its stem, for
the slightest abrasion of the skin Is fol-
lowed by decay. It must be gently cut,
without injury to the skin ?"and thereby
hangs a* tale," too, for no piece of stem
must be left on the orange or else when
graded, sized or packed in the boxes the
stem would bruise the orange lying next
to it, yet, if snipped too close or carelessly
cut, the skin of the orange Is "clipper cut,
and is subject to decay, and. the picker is
held responsible. When I saw that the .
picker wore gloves?clean white cotton
gloves?a fresh clean pair each day, by
the way?l wondered how he could clip
those tough little stems so close and yet
so accurately. For I had been told that
frequently weeks passed that an expert
picker never turned in.an orange "clipper
cut."

As he cut each orange from its stem, he
gently placed it into a clean canvas sack
that hung over his shoulder. The precious
golden oranges and lemons of California
are not dropped and dumped and treatedas the average Ohio farmer treats his
apple crop. Handle oranges like eggs is
the law of every orange grove. An orange
grower is a perfect gentleman until some
one is careless about handling his goldenfruit and then the primeval man burststhrough the culture of centuries and com-
pels obedience.

As I followed Jim Deacon, expert picker,
he began to realize that I was not fol-
lowing him around with the purpose of
'keeping tab" on him?but was simply
an Inquisitive but harmless newspaper
man, suffering from an acute and perhaps
fatal attack of Californlatis. he thawed
out and told me many things.

He has been in California for 10 years.
Came from a smoke grimed city of the
east, where he perched on a tail book-keeper's stool all day, and barely earnedenough to keep himself and his family
from the "bread line." Lack of food and
air and sunlight broke down his nerves,
and when his mother left him a pittance
of $500, he brought his family to Califor-
nia "for better or for worse." It had
turned out to be so hugely "for better"
that he could not express enough the
happiness and content that were his. His
work was out of doors, in the glorious
tingling air and golden sunlight, in a
beautiful grove like a flower garden, pick-
ing the sweet smelling oranges?good pay.
and a cottage covered with roses, where
his happy wife and healthy blooming chil-
dren had fresh, wholesome food and de-
licious fruits and vegetables, such as a
millionaire could not buy in the snow
bound east.

Do you think Jim Deacon takes inter-
est in his work? Not even the "boss"himself is more careful that every orange
shall be carefully picked and most deli-
cately handled. Jim is one of the kind
who has helped make the magnificent
oranges of California known in every
mansion of Europe. It is the care as wellas the skill given to the handling of
oranges, that make It possible to ship
them to London or St. Petersburg, and
have them arrive perfect, solid, luscious,
so that fruit dealers can keep them forweeks without the slightest deterioration.

And as for landing them in our own
markets of Chicago and New York?that
is now done in such a short time afterthey are picked that the fastidious NewYorker finds before him on his breakfast
table, an orange which seems to stillwear the ardent kiss of the golden Cali-
fornia sun and the soft moisture of themoonlight dew.

When I was a boy we only were given
oranges on very special occasions, suchas Christmas and Fourth of July. They
cost a lot of money then and they were
full of seeds?and funny of taste forthey were picked green and ripened in
the freight cars or In the grocer's win-dows.

The man who attempted to ship a boxof green oranges nowadays would be
called crazy and shunned wider than agraveyard at midnight.

Seeds Left Out
It Is the orange growers themselves,

helped by the federal government, who
have studied conditions and exchanged ex-
periences, and employed expert scientists}? ,?urth ,er the srowing and glorifying of
California oranges and lemons. Onefamous expert, my friend, "the man who
knows oranges," has traveled whereveran orange tree grows, studying the soils,
moisture, culture, climate, propagation
and habits of all varieties of citrus fruits.Bring to California the results of his re-search, and giving his knowledge and thebenefit of his experiments to the hundreds
of orange growers whose golden crop
(huTled eastward in cool refrigerator
ears) gives delight and sustenance and
health to millions of people.

Way back in the days when I was learn-ing how to keep afloat in the village swim-
ming hole, all the oranges had seeds. But

"Know*st thou the land where the lemon trees bloom,
Where the gold orange glows in the deep thicket's gloom,
Where the wind ever soft from the blue heavens blows,
And the groves are of laurel and myrtle and rose?"

? Goethe, Wilhelm Meister,

now, at least three-fourths of
the oranges grown in Cali-
fornia are seedless ora&ges.
The original trees of the na-
vel variety were discovered In
Brazil in 1870 and sent tc the
department of agriculture.
Budded trees were shipped
Irom Washington to Califor-
nia, and there such ? a wide-
spread budding and grafting
and planting took place that
today great train loads of
this splendid, luscious fruit
dash madly across the moun-
tains and plains and rivers?
to the markets of the eas»t.

If only for the good of the
little kiddies, we are glad
these navel orange were
discovered in that Inivan vil-
lage down in Brazil. E\ery
time Ieat a navel orange. Jam
happily easy in my mind, not
having to think that a crafty

seed is going to suddenly slide
down my "Sunday throat."
But yet. here in California
they have an orange almost
seedless that is so delicious I almost for-

give and forget about the few seeds it
sometimes contains. It is called Valencia
and is ready for market later than the
navel oranges. It is in the height of its
shipping season during June, July and
August?after the big harvest of navel
oranges, and lasts till Thanksgiving.

The object point of all this study and
investigation on the part of the citrus
fruit growers of California is to suit the
trees to the particular soil, degree

of moisture and kind of cuUivatjon

that will produce the greatest
possible quantity and highest possible
quality of fruit from each tree.- They
are also finding the trees that produce
the highest yields and the finest grades
and are propagating their new orchard
from these trees of superior excellence.
Irrigation is Invariably necessary to an
orange grove. The water Is applied
monthly during the spring and summer
months. What is the best means of irri-
gating a grove interests every grower,
but the favorite method seems to be a
number of little rivulets of water gently
flowing between each row of trees.

Packing the Gold
One morning beneath the bluest of blue

skies mv host drove me in his "orange
wagon" to visit an orange packing house.
An "orange wagon" Is as delicately hung
as a baby carriage. It is a specially con-
structed spring wagon designed by the
growers for carrying their fruit to the
packing houses. How gently it glides
along the magnificent asphalt roads! Not
a jolt, not a bump?gentle as the swaying
of a hammock in a June night breeze.

I had seen oranges way back in Chi-
cago?each wrapped in a bit of tissue
paper?packed in wooden crates or boxes.
I never thought but that somebody just

twisted a scrap of paper about the
oranges, dumped them into the boxes and
nailed down the lid.

I had a. lot to learn ?as the packing
house superintendent grimly observed.

The oranges that my host brought with
us to the packing house, were placed on
carrier belts, where they were graded hy-
men or women. Then to sizing machines
and packing bins. Each grade of oranges
passed through an electric weighing ma-
chine on -the way to the slzers?so that
each grower may be credited with the
weight into which his oranges graded.

Then the packers take the oranges.
These are healthy, cleanly dressed women
and girls wearing neat cotton dresses and
fresh cotton gloves. They never touch
the fruit with their bare hands, but deftly
and gently twist about each orange a tis-
sue paper wrapper and place the orange
In its place In the box In which it Is to be
shipped. The entire process?except the
grading, the wrapping of the fruit in the
tissue paper and placing it In boxes?is
done by automatic machinery. Even the
making of the boxes Is done by a ma-
chine.

A few hours after an orange is taken
from its leafy nook out in the orange
grove, it is tucked away in a cool refrig-
erator car rolling eastward.

As my host and I turned our'faces again
homeward to the bungalow and the porch
and the roses, he told me that the best
fruit grows on the young limbs of the
tre*s, so that skillful and scientific prun-
ing once or twice a year is most essential.

As we neared the bungalow we passed
the dormitory where the other pickers
whom my host employed?aside from Jim
?were housed. They were all single men
and the dormitory had been built espe-
cially for them. Jt was clean and spot- ?
less and sanitary as a hospital.

There was a shower bath and a plunge
bath which each man is required to use
every mornihg. The sleeping rooms have
large windows opening to the sun and
air, and there is a readjng room supplied
with books and magazines. Before going
to the grove each picker is "looked over"
to see that his hands are scrupulously
clean, although he never touches the fruit
except through thick clean cotton gloves.
And to enforce both care and steady work,
there is a superintendent who makes the
rounds of every grove several times aday, on a motorcycle.

Perhaps it Is nature calling for needed
aid that has made a slice of lemon an ab-
solute necessity with fish and steaks.

It Is nature who has written the recipes
for a hundred different lemon flavored
dishes that are daily prepared in Ameri-can kitchens. In these days when ster-
ilized water has become so necessary inmany cities and communities, the people
are discovering that lemons save doctorbills.

The California Farmers
I appointed myself a representative of

the rest of America In telling the Califor-
nia fruit growers?by the way they callthemselves the California Fruit Growers'Exchange?how much we appreciate the
magnificent fruit they now give us.

Something after the fashion of thefarmers' institutes of the eastern statesthe California Fruit Growers' Exchange

swaps discoveries and experiments and knowl-
edge of the growing of citrus fruits.

The exchange is an agency formed by 6,500
orange growers. It provides the facilities for
distributing and marketing their fruit in
America and In foreign countries.

The growers are organized into 115 associa-
tions which prepare the fruit for shipment.
The associations are organized Into 17 district
exchanges?and the district exchanges form the
California Fruit Growers' Exchange.

In each locality are branches of this as-
sociation. Each week the heads of these
local exchanges meet in Los Angeles, and give
their deepest thought and study to the handling,
distrubuting and marketing of their oranges
and lemons.

It was the California Fruit Growers' Ex-
change that invited the government to send its
skilled experts to suggest new and better meth-
ods of handling, packing and shipping their
citrus fruits. The result Is that the fruit grow-
ers of the exchange have the benefit of the most
improved methods of fruit culture and of fruit
handling known to the world.

In this business ?above all others?it is cer-
tain that:

"Knowledge Is Power"
and knowledge is the first and foremost gain of
every grower of the exchange. The exchange
realizes that not only must oranges and lemons
be grown right and picked right, but they must
be packed right and shipped right, in order to be
in the perfect condition demanded by the eastern
dealers and by those who enjoy a delicious juicy
orange for breakfast ?for dessert ?or "between
meals."

An orange or lemon will keep for weeks and
weeks, If it receives no scar or bruise. CARE?
that is the beginning and end of picking an l
packing citrus fruits, and in order to secure this
perfect care, the exchange growers have estab-
lished packing houses in different localities, with
experts as official superintendents and other ex-
perts who superintend the packing house super-
intendents. Some of these experts have hadyears of training and experience in the service
of the government. In this way each grower is
aided in having his fruit arrive at the market in
perfect condition. TFis, of course, an individual
and personal loss to a grower whose fruit
reaches Chicago or New York, bruised?and in
assisting the grower to place his crop in per-
fect condition at the end of its journey the ex-
change has added millions of dollars to the re-
ceipts of the orange growers of California.

Bui not only has the California Fruit Growers'
Exchange helped the fruit growers?it has been
a* wonderful boost to every kind of business in
California, and to California itself. It has ex-
clusive agents in every large city In America,
Canada and in London, who are developing the
California orange and lemon trade.

Recently the exchange has been advertising
the citrus fruits of California and this adver-
tising has told many people the actual facts
about the wonderful advantages of the state. It
has told of the opportunities for a man of in-
telligence and energy; and its pictures of the

delights of a trip through the various highways
and byways of the holiday land has brought
throngs of tourists to spend their dollars and
their appreciation on the cities and countrysides
of California.

Indeed, the exchange is even a health benefit
to the whole United States, for It has brought to
the attention of the millions of our people the
neglected and familiar lemon. Not many people
know how many physicians' bills would be saved
if families made lemons one of the household j
staples. A free use of this fruit is of the great-
est value In keeping a healthy body?a fact 1
which the exchange has been spending thou- i
sands of dollars to bring to the attention of the \people, they have issued more than 5,000,000 i
pamphlets on lemons alone. ]

In order that "first class" oranges?the finest 'products of the season's crop?those of perfect ?shape and uniform size?may have some partlc- J
ular name, the exchange has called the finest i
selected fruit "Sunkist" oranges and "Sunkist" t
lemons. A most appropriate name, by the way. 1
for every one of them Is truly kissed day after 1
day by the warm golden California sun. 1

By thus combining the choicest fruit under I
one brand, the jobber, the retail dealer and "the P
happy one who eats the orange," are all able to B
ask for and know when they are receiving the
highest grade fruit of the. years crop.

The oranges named "Sunkist," are mostly seedless
navel oranges and the delicious summer Valencia. "Red
Rail" oranges and lemons Is another brand shipped by
this same California Fruit Growers' Exchange. The
"Red Ball" fruit is of equally fine flavor, just as juicy,
and in perfect condition like the "Sunkist" brand. B,ut
it is not so perfect in outside appearance?this fact is
not a fault in any way so far as deliciousness in taste
is concerned, but it reduces the value.

I remember when I was a little kid we always had
apples, lots of them?in the cellar. But oranges were
so scarce and so high priced that "Pa" only bought
a half dozen or so at a time and that only on special
occasions. But now all the people T know keep a box
of navel oranges "on tap" for the kiddies, for the ex-
change packs oranges so excellently that they "keep"
better than apples.

A few years ago California oranges and lemons were
little known, those who ate oranges then had to be
constantly thinking of the seeds?and now and then
swallowing one, to the horror of the rest of the family.

At last one glorious day, navel oranges aopeared?
the splendid California orange?seedless, juicy and
full of sweetness. Today, California oranges and
lemons are the joy of our own and of foreign markets.
And the California Fruit Growers' Exchange is a
company of happy men whose "crops" represent such
immense sums that the railroads are eager to serve
in hastening the golden harvests to us-?us miserable
mortals ?who spend our days far from the "rose
bowers and the blossoming perfumed groves and the
golden sun and the glittering snow clad peaks of the
orange country of California?those dazzling peaks:

"Canopied by the blue s£i>,
So cloudless, clear and purely beautiful
That Cod alone was to be seen in Heaven."

*?B\)ron.
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